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It comes as no surprise that our economy
is driven by driving. You only have to
compare the number of shopping trips
taken on foot and the number taken in
cars to see this fact. Malls and mega-

stores have overtaken downtown shopping areas
in part because these most recent shopping

models provide more-than-adequate accommo-
dations for automobiles. Granted, most of these
retail venues do not deal with the same seasonal
fluctuations that garden centers experience,
except perhaps during the holiday shopping
blitz. The fact is, consumers learn how to shop
from malls and mega-stores.
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T H E  N O T- S O - B I G  G A R D E N  C E N T E R :  

The Customer 
Has To Park 
Learn how two garden centers turned bad parking placement into ideal spring sales.

By Judy Sharpton

The Not-So-Big
Garden Center

Archi tect  Sarah Susanka has

become the spokesperson and

advocate for homes built the way

people really live, not to a real

estate agent’s idea of a house.

She advises her clients to spend

their housing budgets not on soar-

ing ceilings and rooms that get lit-

tle use but on spaces that meet a

homeowner’s special needs. 

For the not-so-big-garden cen-

ter ,  th is  concept  t rans lates  to

stores built for the products that

will be sold in them, not grown in

them, and structures that recog-

nize the customer’s comfort and

conf idence as  much as  p lant

health. The garden center is con-

structed on a consumer-dr iven

model. That model is defined as

year-round shopping in an environ-

ment that is clean, staffed, stocked

and shoppable by a time-starved

consumer who is more interested

in color and fragrance than planti-

ng zones or Latin plant names. In

other words, the customer who will

continue to make money for your

store and our industry.

Greenprint of Lockwood’s Greenhouses. (Photos: Judy Sharpton)
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Grow it Better with Fafard!

F

“A family relationship is a commit-

ment, and Fafard’s commitment to

you is consistent quality, value and

excellent service. Just like family,

Fafard is here for you, as we have

been for over 80 years.

or more than seven decades (three generations),
Fafard peat and professional mixes have helped grow

it better. It’s simple really, our family helping yours.
As a professional grower, you trust the tested and hands-
on consistent quality of Fafard. You depend on our
extraordinary service and our technical expertise. Fafard’s
family of mixes includes blends for every growing
concern, plus custom mixes designed just for you.

Fafard®

P.O. Box 790
Agawam, MA 01001

1-888-Grow Mix
Fax: 413-789-3425
Anderson, SC:
1-800-722-7645

Apopka, FL:
1-800-833-7645

sales@fafard.com
www.fafard.com

”— Bob Fafard & Andy Fafard
Owners, Fafard
Agawam, Massachusetts

Write in 779
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Parking 101
What we learn from malls and mega-stores, as

with all retailing realities, can be applied to gar-
den centers:

Parking fact number one: Whatever the

shopping season, customers expect to be able to
enter, park and exit safely and comfortably. Just
because it is Mother’s Day weekend does not
mean we can make excuses about parking. We
run the risk of creating that most dreaded of

creatures: the invisible customer. This is the cus-
tomer we never see because she chooses not to
turn into the crowded parking lot on a busy
Saturday, perhaps planning to return later.
Then, time and alternative shopping options
cause her not to make it back to your store. 

Parking fact number two: If customers are
not clearly told where to park, they will park
anywhere. We cannot be mad at the customer
who creates a parking space along a highway or
in a neighbor’s yard if we have failed to provide
clear parking direction. Additionally, we cannot
be surprised when the City Planning
Department or the irate neighbor takes us to
task about parking. Given those facts, creating
accessible and expandable parking is critical to
store development. 

That is why the 11-point checklist I use to
evaluate store development issues for retail gar-
den centers lists parking as the number two item
on the renovation list. Material handling takes
precedent as job number one only because it
strongly impacts the crucial decision to separate
production from retailing. Deliveries, whether
from the store’s growing operation or from
another supplier, must flow smoothly into the
store, or every delivery turns into a chaotic mess
in the parking lot. �
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Lockwood’s Greenhouses is marked by a resin fence corner, a pair of large trees and the store sign (not visible in this photo). This design allows
customers to better access overflow parking at the rear of the store and drive through the customer pick-up area at the rear of the store. 
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Parking Nightmares
I am often startled by the lack of interest

many garden centers show in solving parking
problems. Many clients want to get right to the
business of customer flow patterns and cash reg-
ister congestion. But, if the customer does not

bother to stop at the store because there is not
enough parking — or as is more often the case,
the customer perceives there is inadequate park-
ing — none of those other issues really matter.

At two classic not-so-big garden centers in the
Northeast, parking proved to be the controlling

factor that allowed other renovation decisions to
be successful. At Lockwood’s Greenhouses,
Hamburg, N.Y., and Araujo Farms, Dighton,
Mass., parking was a recognizable issue but not
the number-one item on owners’ minds. In both
cases, creating a customer flow pattern that max-

Write in 818

Left: The new pedestrian entrance at Lockwood’s Greenhouses directs customers past shopping carts and across the front of the store to the entrance of both interior and exterior shopping areas. Right: This
greenbelt and white fence “signage” replaced dangerous off-street parking and allows full view of the front of the store from the street. 
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imized limited retail space and customer/mer-
chandise contact were the driving issues. As with
all not-so-big garden centers, Lockwood’s and
Araujo Farms were operating in limited physical
spaces, and both were in an on-going process to
separate production and retail. At both stores,

material handling had to be improved to facili-
tate the growth of retail.

Preempting all other decisions, however, both
stores had a parking nightmare: Customers
turned directly off a main highway to park in
front of each store and then backed into the

highway to exit the store. Both situations were
disasters waiting to happen. As is the case with
each renovation project, the solutions to a com-
mon problem proved to be vastly different. 

Araujo Farms. I describe the parking change
here as less than perfect because it did not actually �
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Left: Parking before at Araujo Farms: From the helter-skelter vehicles to the open front of the store — you can see the problem. Right: Parking after: The resin fence and new pedestrian entrance clearly define
the store for the customer. Even though the exterior shopping area is smaller, this configuration allows customers to shop from the front greenhouse, making the area more inviting.
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result in more parking space, just
safer and more convenient parking.
To alleviate the inherent danger in
the situation, we procured permis-
sion from the city to install a length
of white resin fence to establish an
entrance/exit pattern for a one-way

drive. We evaluated the sight dis-
tances from each approach to the
property to determine the safest
and most advantageous entrance/
exit pattern. Then, we created
slant-in parking facing the exterior
retail area, eliminating the need for

customers to cross the drive to
enter the store. 

The parking area accommodates
14 cars plus three handicapped
spaces directly in front of the store.
Although overflow parking has
always been available, the confusing

nature of the main parking area
made it more difficult for cus-
tomers to see the overflow parking.
Just by controlling the flow of traf-
fic at the front of the store, cus-
tomers feel more secure. Araujo
owner Darlene Araujo reports a
positive customer response with
many customers wondering aloud
why the problem had been allowed
to persist. Remember, your cus-
tomers may not tell you about an
impediment to shopping your
store; they will just not shop there.

Lockwood’s Greenhouses. At
Lockwood’s, a change in entrance
and parking created a safer environ-
ment for customers, increased the
available parking and improved cus-
tomer pick-up options. At
Lockwood’s, more parking was
available, but customers never saw it
because the front parking area pre-
vented easy access. Once the front
parking area was full, no one could
see, much less safely drive, into the
parking at the side of the store. 

This solution also began with cre-
ating a new one-way entrance and
exit pattern. In addition, the front
parking area — too small and too
dangerous — became a 35-ft. green-
way with a resin fence that served as a
linear “sign” and enhanced the visi-
bility of the entrance sign. As with
many stores where suburbs have
grown up around what was once a
farm, the store was limited by an
ordinance dictating what could be
done with the existing sign. The
open greenway and the white resin
fence became an extended and
acceptable “sign.” In addition, with-
out cars in front of the store, a new
entrance pergola upgraded the
streetside presentation even more.
Taken together, the front planting, �
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More than a half-century tradition in 
the statuary business.

High-quality cast stone fountains, 
planters, statues and bird baths.

Every item individually molded and 
hand-finished by skilled craftsmen.

A  t r a d i t i o n  o f  q u a l i t y
c a s t  i n  s t o n e .

8 8 8 - 2 61- 3 9 2 98 8 8 - 2 61- 3 9 2 98 8 8 - 2 61- 3 9 2 9
Call toll-free for our latest 

catalog and information about 
our Early Order Program:

Write in 792

Write in 757 Write in 816

Remember,
your customers
may not tell
you about an
impediment 
to shopping
your store;
they will just
not shop there.
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The new entrance, on what had
been the side of the store, directs
customers through the entrance
garden and into the front green-
house. From there, customers
access the exterior and interior
sales area from a circular main aisle
that culminates at the cash wrap.
The original entrance to the store
serves as a one-way exit. 

At Araujo Farms, existing
asphalt provided the basis for park-
ing lines and parking stops. At
Lockwood’s, parking stops installed
in the gravel lot provide the park-
ing direction.

Creative Parking 
Nothing takes the place of actually

improving the physical environment
of the parking area. When nothing
can be done with the physical envi-
ronment (and that’s rare), parking
can be addressed in more creative
ways. Stores have experimented with
valet parking on busy Saturdays.
They have offered special weekday
discounts that can be announced in
streetside signage that acknowledges
the parking problem. A changeable
sign could say “Visit us Tuesday and
Wednesday! Plenty of parking!
Plenty of help! Ten percent off your
purchase.” That is a lot of words, but
the customer may appreciate your
acknowledgement of the problem.
Just be sure to deliver on your
promise on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

As with all physical elements of
store design and renovation, park-
ing is a basic matter of customer
access and square footage: How
easy is it for the customer to access
the space and how much space can
you allocate for the purpose? The
same is true of display spaces, cash
register areas and even restrooms.
Since no garden center has unlim-
ited space, the decision about allo-
cating space to parking, even at the
expense of sales area, as is the case
with Araujo Farms, can mean ade-
quate customer accessibility to the
store’s product. The bottom line, if
they can’t park, they can’t shop. 

Judy Sharpton is owner of Growing Places
Marketing, Atlanta, Ga., which specializes in
garden center renovation to create a retail-
ready environment. She can be reached at
judy@growingplaces.com or (770) 815-1052.

Register online at
www.farwestshow.com

For exhibitor or visitor 
information call

800.342.6401

August 24-26
Portland, Oregon

• More than 850 exhibitors, including 450+ growers
• More than 50 hours of seminars (some with Spanish translation)
• New Varieties Showcase
• Tours of nearby nurseries
• A beautiful place to vacation
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Produced by 
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new fence and entrance pergola gave
the store a completely fresh look.

According to Jeffrey Leyonmark,
Lockwood’s director of sales and
marketing, “Eliminating front park-
ing and changing the entrance
made it safer and more convenient
for our customers to shop our

store.” Leyonmark does not credit
the store’s 30-percent sales increase
to any single decision, but the park-
ing/store front renovation is cer-
tainly at the top of his list.

The previously inaccessible park-
ing area on the side of Lockwood’s
store became the primary parking

area for the store. The new
entrance, flanked by a pair of large
shade trees, directs customers into a
one-way drive that circles the store.

Parking can be expanded by sev-
eral dozen spaces during peak sea-
son and customers can easily access
overflow parking from the main lot.
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LearnMore!
For more information related to this article, 
go to www.lgrmag.com/lm.cfm/lg070603
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